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built structures that inhibit cost competi-
tiveness and market expansion.   WF

Amelia Baxter cofounded WholeTrees 
in 2007 to develop and sell products and 
technologies that would scale the use of 

waste-trees in commercial construction, 
increasing forest revenues, and offering 
green construction markets a new 
material for the 21st century. Chelsea 
Duckworth is an executive assistant, 
supporting sales and design teams 

with marketing and logistics to deliver 
excellence in mass timber construction. 
They can be reached at info@wholetrees.
com. 

A Day Spent Seeing the Forest at the 2022 OSAF Annual Meeting
By David Wells, OSAF Chair

Oregon SAF members met virtually this year on April 29th for the annual meeting whose theme was “Seeing Our Forests 
Beyond the Trees.” It was a one day, an around the world idea fest with a forest theme. We also met for field trips to view 
wildfire recovery of areas that burned east of Springfield and east of Portland in 2020. Our business and awards meeting 

was also virtual and held separately.
For an annual meeting our topics were easily the most wide-ranging than ever presented before to our group. Social, environ-

mental and economic—we covered them all and as such there were connections made between these topics, such as Tamberly 
Conway’s talk on how forest therapy and bathing could relate to David Lewis’ talk on Indigenous Stewardship of the Willamette, 
where the forests were important to the people from cradle to grave.

Robert Deal’s Ecosystem Services and Paul Ries’ Urban Trees presentation asked to reframe the thought of tree from com-
modity to that of being essential to our health and provide benefit we cannot live without. Ashley D’Antonio’s reflections on 
recreation ecology and Charles Lefevre’s “Truffles” drew a connection between how a new recreational activity or recreating in 
unexpected areas can be disruptive to wildlife. Brian Bradshaw and Maureen Puettmann both discussed wood as a method of 
carbon capture and a replacement for other high carbon-emitting construction sources. From Brian we also got the quote, “Bio-
mass, is the Rodney Dangerfield of energy,” it just doesn’t get any respect.

During our business meeting, we recognized the following OSAF members for their accomplishments. 

If you missed the annual meeting or want to revisit one of the sessions, the recordings are available at https://www.youtube.
com/channel/UCC7VwU8vARP2-mzsBd3x2fA. 

OSU Student —Hannah Profitt

Chapter Achievement—Umpqua Chapter

Research—Dr. Robert (Bob) L. Deal

Honorary Tough Tree Award—David Bechtold

Young Forester Leadership—Amanda Sullivan-Astor and 
  Jeremy Felty

Lifetime achievement—Ed Shepard

Forester of the Year—Jacob Putney

Heritage Award—Mason, Bruce & Girard

Special Chair Award—First Family of Oregon Forestry—
  Cafferata Family


